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Hello and welcome to the 7th issue of the Plugin Deals
Magazine! 
 
June is here and it's finally summertime :) 
 
As usual, we bring you the latest plugin news and deals
so you can make great music. If you're feeling lucky
please visit our website, spin the wheel and win amazing
plugin discounts offered by our generous sponsors!
 
Unfortunately the Coronavirus threat is still present so
make sure you also take the proper measures, stay
home if possible and be safe.
 
Have a creative June, dear friends! 
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Supermassive by Valhalla
 

ValhallaSupermassive is designed to blow your mind
and your music to new levels of consciousness and
experience! Luscious clouds of reverb, otherworldly
delays, swelling waves of feedback unlike any you’ve

heard before. Supermassive uses a variety of feedback
delay networks, where each delay in the structure can

be up to 2 seconds long. Combine these long delays with
the unique WARP control, and the results range from

echoes that slowly fade in, to cascading harmonic
echoes, to lush reverbs, onwards to reverbs that decay

way over the course of minutes.

Download

 > Free

https://valhalladsp.com/shop/reverb/valhalla-supermassive/


Crystals is an iconic H3000 Harmonizer® effect,
combining twin reverse pitch shifters with reverse delays
and reverb to create out-of-this-world sounds. Save 60%

off and buy now for only €39 / $39. Ends July 6, 2020.
 

Eventide Crystals combines twin reverse pitch shifters
with reverse delays and reverb. This iconic H3000

Harmonizer® effect can be used to create out-of-this-
world climbing and cascading pitched delays or to create

unique sounding reverbs. It features two reverse
granular delays that can be manipulated by length and
pitch. Crystals excels at adding life to synths, guitar, and

vocals making them sound huge and majestic. From
sound design to other-worldly solos, Crystals will spark

inspiration.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/6473-Crystals?a_aid=584befef89914


occularScope 
by Bom Shanka Machines

 
occularScope is a bar or beat synchronised oscilloscope

with side chain input.
 

Features: View either a single beat or bar synchronised
to your DAW; Line or filled waveform view; Can show
side chain input overlaid or added to primary input;

Freeze button; Fully scalable user interface; Dark and
Light themes (or completely customise your own colour

scheme)

Download

 > Free

https://bomshankamachin.es/plugins/occularScope


Access to over thirty industry-standard plug-ins that
interact across your session and provide time-saving

assistive features, innovative new workflows and cutting-
edge visual analysis. Upgrade from the Tonal Balance
Bundle or Music Production Suite 2.1 with prices from

£85 / $99. Ends July 1, 2020.
 

Featuring iZotope's best music production plug-ins, a full
year of in-depth tutorials from Groove3, along with their

most musical stereo reverbs R4 and Nimbus, Music
Production Suite 3 can assist you in every step of the

workflow, from audio to repair, to vocals, to mixing and
mastering. Music Production Suite 3 is an extension of

your creativity, enabled by iZotope audio science.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6703?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


Sphere Reverb
by SONICBITS

 
Sphere is an easy to use and free reverb plugin that can
add depth and live to any sound material.The reverb is

based on a modified Schroeder reverberator with added
predelay and supports stereo channels only.The plugin
UI has been created using vector graphics and supports

blur free resizing.
 

Features: Simple controls for reflection, damping and
width of the room; Predelay with up to 250 ms with

optional filtered feedback path; Separate dry and wet
levels

Download

 > Free

https://www.sonicbits.com/sphere.html


Introducing Scaler 2, the inspirational and powerful
music theory workstation that gives you access to a

world of new ideas, expressions and melodies. Save up
to 35% off with prices starting from £19 / $19, for a very

limited time only. Ends July 1, 2020.
 

Scaler 2 is an inspirational and powerful music theory
workstation that gives you access to a world of new

ideas, expressions and melodies. With powerful
detection of MIDI and audio, Scaler 2 can determine
what key and scale you’re in and suggest chords that
match your music. The plugin helps you discover the

perfect melody with performance expressions, and can
even suggest ways to change from one key to another.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6671?a_aid=584befef89914


GalactiX 2.0 Virtual Synthesizer
by SoundModeler

 
The recreation of legendary GalactiX VSTis from Alex @
Smartelectronix is now back thanks to SoundModeler.

 
The free version has all functionality of the full version

with the difference that the parameters can not be
saved to presets or automated. The Premium version
includes future free upgrades and e-mail support. The
Premium version is available with 50% discount is just

for 19€. The discount is valid until July 15, 2020.

 > Free

Download

https://www.soundmodeler.com/files/galactix.php


Built on Softube's legacy of modelling analogue gear
with unparalleled accuracy, Amp Room is the modern
pro audio system containing everything you need to
create high-quality, authentic, and incredibly realistic

guitar and bass sounds. Save 33% off for a limited time
only. Ends July 10, 2020.

 
Built on Softube's legacy of modelling analogue gear
with unmatched accuracy, Amp Room is the modern

platform designed with the discerning professionals in
mind to be a continuously growing pro audio system of
everything you need to create high-quality, authentic,

and incredibly realistic guitar and bass sounds.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/18-Amp-Simulator/6474-Amp-Room?a_aid=584befef89914


https://sounds.loopcloud.com/?a_aid=584befef89914


 
Save 50% on Sonnox plugins in its half-price summer

sale. Multi-pick discount available! Save an extra 20-40%
when buying multiple Sonnox plugins. Ends July 6, 2020.

 
Discover the Sonnox Oxford EQ, a Plug-In that traces its

heritage to the original EQ section on the acclaimed
Sony OXF-R3 digital console. Check out the Sonnox
Oxford Inflator, a unique and powerful plug-in to

increase loudness, without sacrificing sonic quality or
dynamic range. Join the growing number of

professionals who've chosen the Oxford Limiter v3 to
deliver maximum loudness, density, and presence -

whilst retaining the kind of clarity and transient detail
that conventional brick-wall limiting can't.

 > Deal

https://pluginfox.co/collections/sonnox?aff=59


FabFilter Pro-Q3

Get the industry standard EQ 
for only $179!

https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59


Speakers is a plugin effect designed to emulate a wide
range of loudspeakers and microphones using

AudioThing's state-of-the-art convolution engine. Save
40% off for a limited time only and buy now for only €59

/ $59. Ends July 12, 2020.
 

Shape any sound like it’s being played by an old
telephone, radio, or classic cabinet; or shape it like it’s

being recorded by a vintage ribbon microphone or even
a toy recorder.Speakers features a freely configurable
effects chain, comprising compression, distortion, and

filtering, as well as an array of looping background
noises for setting the sound in a variety of

environments.Speakers is a zero-latency post-
production dream plugin.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/6487-Speakers?a_aid=584befef89914


https://audioplugin.deals/deal-1/ref/61/


Ozone Imager V2: Control the width of any track, perfect
for making super-wide sounds or creating narrow,
mono-like sources. Make your pianos, synths, and
cymbals fill up your stereo image, or tighten up your low
end by narrowing bass and kick drums! 

 > Free Stereo Width Plugins

izotope.com/en/products/ozone-imager.html

Wider is a unique stereo plugin in the sense that it is
completely “mono-compatible”, meaning that any signal
that has been extended will always remain in phase with
itself, even if summed to mono.

polyversemusic.com/products/wider/

https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone-imager.html
https://polyversemusic.com/products/wider/
https://www.izotope.com/en/products/ozone-imager.html
https://polyversemusic.com/products/wider/


With the A1StereoControl plugin you will be able to
expand or limit the STEREO WIDTH of your tracks using

only one single knob.

alexhilton.net/A1AUDIO/index.php/a1stereocontrol

Stereo Touch is most effective on monophonic sounds
without overly sharp transients: it works great for both
acoustic and electric/overdriven guitars, synthetic pad
sounds and even vocals.

voxengo.com/product/stereotouch/

http://www.alexhilton.net/A1AUDIO/index.php/a1stereocontrol
https://www.voxengo.com/product/stereotouch/
https://kilohearts.com/products/chorus
https://www.voxengo.com/product/stereotouch/


Black Rooster Audio launches
the KH-COMP1

 
Black Rooster Audio has launched a collaboration with

esteemed hip-hop producer Koen Heldens. 
 

The result of countless development hours and listening
sessions is a one-of-a-kind, beast of a compressor, that
is up to the standards of one of the greatest producers

of the moment, and that includes the best levelling
amplifier that Black Rooster Audio has developed to

date.
 

Make use of their 14-day trial and check out this
incredible compression unit!

 
The KH-COMP1 has been launched with an intro price of

$109 instead of $139 for a limited time only!

 > News

https://blackroosteraudio.com/en/products/kh-comp1


AudioThing releases Speakers
 

Speakers is a plugin effect designed to emulate a wide
range of loudspeakers and microphones using our state-
of-the-art convolution engine. Shape any sound like it’s

being played by an old telephone, radio, or classic
cabinet; or shape it like it’s being recorded by a vintage

ribbon microphone or even a toy recorder. Speakers
features a freely configurable effects chain, comprising

compression, distortion, and filtering, as well as an array
of looping background noises for setting the sound in a

variety of environments. 
 

Price: $99. Speakers is available for the introductory
price of $59, until July 11, 2020.

 > News

https://www.audiothing.net/effects/speakers/


HoRNet updates SongKey MK3
to v3.0.6

 
HoRNet Plugins has updated the SongKey MK3 Key,

Chord and Tempo detection utility to version 3.0.6. The
new version is a maintenance release and includes:

 
Fixed MIDI output stuck on C maj.

Fixed intermittent MIDI chord detection.
Fixed GUI not showing in Logic 10.5.

Fixed Audio Unit crash in certain hosts (Luna and MPC).
Fixed high CPU usage in VST3.

 
The update is free for owners of the plugin and can be

downloaded from the user area.

 > News

https://www.hornetplugins.com/plugins/hornet-songkey-mk3/


discoDSP updates OB-Xd iOS to
v1.3 and OPL FM Synth to 1.4

(with iOS support)
 

discoDSP has released OB-Xd 1.3 for iOS. New features
include enhanced presets browser and scrollable GUI

window.
 

discoDSP has also released OPL 1.4 for iPadOS, macOS,
Windows and Linux as AudioUnits, VST, VST3 and
Standalone. New features include: Added 2.000+
categorised presets by type; Added Preset folder

browser; New GUI SVG background and Minor fixes and
enhancements.

 > News

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ob-xd-auv3-synth/id1465262829?ls=1
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/opl-auv3-fm-synth/id1516617949?ls=1


https://vstbuzz.com/deals/70-off-venus-symphonic-womens-choir-by-soundiron?ref=73


 > Deal

Get 70% off The Wall limiter - Only at PluginFox. Ends
June 30, 2020.

 
The Wall is the simplest way to add transparent limiting

to your tracks or buses. 
 

The Wall is is a brick wall limiter designed with one thing
in mind: Make your mixes loud without screwing up your

mix. No matter what side of the loudness wars you’ve
decided to plant yourself on, the need to make mixes

loud for clients isn’t going away any time soon. Sending
your clients home with a mix that is just as loud as the

professional mixes they are used to hearing is an
important part of any mixing engineer's job.

https://pluginfox.co/products/boz-digital-labs-the-wall?aff=59


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


 > Mixing tips



https://sonaar.io/wordpress-themes/?ref=54


Make your sounds warmer by adding extra harmonics
with Boost X, the dynamic and smart saturation plugin
from Initial Audio. Save 80% off and buy now for only

£11.95 / $15. Ends July 1, 2020.
 

Many other Saturation/Overdrive plugins use a static
(stateless) algorithm that doesn’t change depending on
the audio passed through. Boost X is different, it reacts

to the input audio and applies the perfect amount of
saturation at the current loudness. This means even
quiet sounds can be overdriven without any gain in
loudness. Boost-X also compensates for perceived

loudness, bringing the loudness down even further so
you get nice rich harmonics added to your sound,

without destroying the balance of your mix.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/44-Saturation/6435-Boost-X?a_aid=584befef89914


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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https://www.discodsp.com/

